Lee Munn
Pre or Post GOTZIS 2022 Add-on Options
Working in association with Track & Field Tours, we are pleased to offer some travel opportunities before or after the main event of
Gotzis 2022, which include the fresh mountainous air of both Switzerland and Austria. This includes the quoting and booking of your
European flights or train travel, as well as great hotel accommodation and even some local excursions to really maximise your time.
The complete management of your travel arrangements! As clients fly into Switzerland we can offer a Zurich & Lucerne stay for
any number of nights. Another possibility is to travel from Bregenz via a delightful 4 hours train journey to Lausanne to visit the
Olympic museum, stay in a 3* Sup hotel and fly back to the UK from Geneva or stay a night or two exploring the elegant lakefront
promenades, parks, and gardens. The choice is yours!

Zurich & Lucerne
Regularly voted as one of the world’s best cities for quality of life, Zurich
is a place that deserves to be known as more than just Switzerland’s
financial centre. The shopping along Bahnhofstrasse is so popular, while
the National Museum is a great place to spend a cultural afternoon. At the
port of Enge, you can sit astounded by the mountain views reflected in
Lake Zurich. Only a short 40min train journey to Lucerne - this city is
compact and easy to explore, with the old town and all the main sights
within walking distance of the rail station. For tourists who love mountain
scenery, the biggest attraction of all is Lucerne's location as a base for
some of the most spectacular Alpine rides in Europe,
3 days / 2 nights - including 3* Hotel (Hotel Adler or similar),
Single from £269 / Double from £139
Train to Lucerne: £15 e/w. City tours & Boat cruising are available upon request

Lausanne & Geneva
Lausanne rises elegantly in terraces on three hills above the north shore
of Lake Geneva in Switzerland's French-speaking region. High bridges
span the gorges of two rivers that cut through the city, combining with
the steep rise from the lake shore to give Lausanne a dramatic and
scenic terrain with views of the Savoy Alps across the lake. Lausanne is
the world headquarters of the Olympics, and an Olympic museum is
among its most popular tourist attractions. The best way to enjoy Lake
Geneva is onboard one of the lake steamers taking either take a cruise
or use it to hop between towns.
3 days / 2 nights - including Sup 3* Hotel (Hotel Continental or similar), Single
from £295 / Double from £159 (museum entry £15).
RAIL: Bregenz to Lausanne to Geneva from £60

Any duration of stay is possible in each city as you may wish to extend your stay even longer and explore the fresh alpine air. All quoted
prices are per person and are subject to change up until time of booking. Any stay can be tailor-made to suite your specific travel
requirements including city & lake excursions and upgraded hotel options are possible to 4 or 5* properties if preferred
WHY TRAVEL COUNSELLORS?
Always accessible - Your dedicated expert is available to you to book and administer your booking - available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week (no call centres!)
Tailor-made for you - 'no one size fits all approach'. Recommendations will be made along the way, so you know you're always getting the best advice for your situation.
Flexible changes and amendments - We understand that you may need to change the flights or a name on the booking - we're here to support & action these changes for you
Flexible payment options - When confirming flights and a minimum of 2 nights hotel accommodation, we only require a nominal deposit in most cases.

DON'T FORGET GREAT VALUE COVID-19 TRAVEL INSURANCE!
Ask for further information

Tel: 01245 570052

Email: lee.munn@travelcounsellors.com

